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A SHORT PROOF THAT METRIC SPACES
ARE REALCOMPACT1
M. D. RICE

Abstract.
A short proof is given that metric spaces which
have no closed discrete subspaces of measurable cardinal are realcompact. This result is used to obtain the Shirota theorem that
topologically complete spaces which have no closed discrete subspaces of measurable cardinal are realcompact.

The result stated in the title is usually obtained as a corollary to the
Katëtov theorem [3] that paracompact spaces with certain cardinal
restrictions are realcompact, or the Shirota theorem [5] mentioned in the
abstract. Both my proof and Katëtov's proof use techniques similar to
those used by Marczewski-Sikorski [4], Theorem 6, which implicitly
contains a proof of the following theorem due to Stone [6].
Theorem
refinement.

1.

Every open cover of a metric space has a o-discrete open

For completeness we sketch the proof. Let sé={As}seS be an open cover
of the metric space (A', d). Let Asn={x:d(x, X—Af)>\¡2n} for seS and
neN. These are clearly open sets. Now suppose < is a well-ordering of S
and define Bu„=AL„-d(\Js<t
As,n+1). Then 33n={BLn}teS is a discrete

family of open setsanda?=U„€Aâ?„isao--discreteopen
refinement of sé.
For the terminology used below we refer the reader to Chapters 8 and

12 of [2].
Theorem 2. Let X be a metric space which has no closed discrete subspace of measurable cardinal. Then X is realcompact.

If X is not realcompact, there exists a free ultrafilter of zero sets #~ with
the countable intersection property. Let sé={lnt Z(f):Z(f)^}.
We
easily see that sé is an open cover of X, so let 3S=\A 38n be a a-discrete
open refinement of sé. Setting An = \\ {E:Ee3Sn}, we have f] iX—An) =

0, which shows X—Am$iF for some meN since SF has the countable
intersection property. Thus X—AmKjÄmeF
implies Ame¿F. Define

p:0>i3Sm)-*{<d,
1}by /t(S^)=l if clflj STfeF; piSf)=0 if clflj SP$F.
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Then ¡x is a measure since âSm is a discrete family and /u(&m)=l since
ÄmeF. From the definition of j/we see that ix{E}=0 for Eeú$ m.Thus 33m
has measurable cardinal. Choosing one point from each member of á?m

gives a closed discrete subspace of A with measurable cardinal.
Finally, define A to be topologically complete2 if for each peßX—X
there exists a continuous function/,: A—*MV,where Mv is a metric space,
which has no continuous extension top. [Here ßX denotes the Stone-Cech
compactification of A.] Suppose A is topologically complete and has no
closed discrete subspace of measurable cardinal. Using Theorem 2 we
easily show that X is realcompact.3 For peßX— X, letfP:X—>-Mv he as
described above. Then no closed discrete subspace of/,[A] has measurable
cardinal; hence, by Theorem 2,/,[A] is realcompact. Let gv:vA"—>-/„[A]
denote the extension of/, over vX, the Hewitt-realcompactification
of X.

Then, by definition of/,, vX^ßX— {p} for each peßX—X; hence X=vX
and A is realcompact. Conversely, since vX is the unique realcompact
space in which A is dense and C-embedded, realcompactness implies
topological completeness. [For peßX— A, there exists a suitable function
from X into the real line.]
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2 This definition of topological completeness is equivalent to X admitting a compatible uniformity which is complete, using the following result which was pointed out
to me by A. W. Hager.
Theorem.
Let ¡iX be a uniform space which is weakly generated by the family of
functions {f:X^-p,Mt\fe3'},
where p,Mf is a complete metric space andf[X] is dense
in Mf. Iff denotes the extension off to the Samuel compactification ßßX of ¡iX, with
range ßp,M,, then Z=C| {/"H/WlF/e^}
with the weak uniformity generated by

{f\z:Z -*■p,M,\fe&} is the completionof ¡iX.
3 This was pointed out to me by A. W. Hager.
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